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Ashton says she'll
run because she cares
by Jan Vertefeuille
Staff Writer
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Orono needs a stronger
voice in Augusta representing
District 130 Paula Ashton
said, so she decided to run
for the seat,
Ashton, a senior public
management major at the
University of Maine, said she
withdrew from the race
earlier because she wanted
the strongest candidate
possible to run against the
incumbent John Bott,
But the person who was
going to run in her place
decided not to and Ashton
withdrew her withdrawal,
"I did it for the voters,"
Ashton said. "I have classes,
and I couldn't put in as
much time as some one
without a full schedule,
"Students have to realize
I'm a student too. I know
what they face day to day."
Ashton said UMaine
needs someone who will
represent the university at all
costs.

"We need someone in
Augusta who will support
the university and not go
party line," she said.
The candidate said she
thinks the chancellor's office

should stay in Bangor near
the flagship campus.
UMaine should be able to
lobby strong enough inAugusta without moving the
chancellor there, she said.
"The presidents (of each
campus) should have more
power within their own campus" on issues of funding
and administrative issues,
:Ashton said.
• She also said she is concerned with getting better
childcare in the state,
especially for women who
want to go back to school,
and other women's issues.
She also said she supports
small business and said her
opponent, Bott, who "claims
to be for business has voted
against acts" to establish a
Maine business opportunity
and job development pro.
gram that she would
support.
She said though she hasn't
had time to campaign much
yet, she's devoting the next
three weeks to "strong campaigning."
"We have a seat (in
District 130)that needs to be
filled by someone concerned
with the issues," Ashton
said.
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Homecoming sets stage
for sports hall of fame
by Christina Baldwin
Staff Writer
Parades and sports events are
traditional happenings at
Homecoming. This year, these
features will be different.
The parade is extending it's
route and the first five UMaine
Sports Hall of Fame inductees
will be announced.
In past years, the parade was
confined to the University of
Maine campus. For Homecoming '86, the parade will begin at
the Asa Adams Elementary
School in Orono and proceed
down Main Street, said Melissa
Burke, executive vice president
of the band board,
The-Uivlaine Marching Band
and the procession of floats and
followers will continue onto
College Avenue and enter campus on Munson Avenue by the
police station, she said.
From there, Burke said the
parade will follow the road to
Fogler Library where they will
break off and march down the
rnall, through the parking lot
and into the main entrance of
Alumni Field.
Burke said after they circle
around the track once, all except
the band will exit the field. The
route is approximately one and
a half miles.

Nancy Dysart, director of
alumni activities said the parade
had been confined to camus
because authorization to have it
downtown was too hard to get.
She added that traditionally,
the parade had been conducted
from downtown Orono, but
because of the hassle involved
in stopping traffic and getting
permits it was once shortened to
a campus parade only.
When Burke addressed
Dysart about having a longer
parade that would start in
Orono, Dysart said she did not
want to dampen Burke's
enthusiasm.
"I didn't want to put her
down because it was a difficult
task and a lot of people were involved in the authorization of
such a parade," said Dysart.
"But she took it as a
challenge."
Dysart said two weeks later,
Burke came into her office and
handed her all the signed permits needed for the parade.
Burke said she went to Orono
Police Chief David Dekanich to
get authorization and aid in
stopping traffic as the procession goes by. She also needed
authorization from the UMaine
Police Department. The only
other item to be approved was
a starting point in Orono.

Burke obtained permission
from Robert Robinson, principal of Asa Adams Elementary
School.
The parade will consist of the
band. Bananas the Bear, the
Homecoming Queen and her
court and a variety of floats.
She said UMaine President
Dale Lick and his wife will be
the grand marshalls.
The floats will be divided into five categories for judging
the winners. The categories are:
news media organizations, complex dormitories, student
organizations,
fraternities/sororities and business.
Each category will be given
three prizes — a trophy for first
place, and ribbons for second
and third places.
The trophy and ribbon winners will be announced during
halftime activities.
Burke said she was disappointed by the fact that only
one fraternity, Tau Kappa Epsilon, entered a float. She said
the theme for Homecoming —
"A Return to Tradition" — was
the same theme used in Greek
Week last week. She said it
would have been easy to-enter
the floats used during that week
in the parade.
(see EVENTS page 2)

UMaine President Dale Lick speaks his mind
3:=311r-s
by Jessica Lowell
Staff Writer

Some things are the same all
over. Georgia has the same problems that Maine faces: A state
divided by technology, composed of the rural poor. above
average high school dropout
rates, and an under-funded state
university system.
But Maine has something
Georgia no longer does. Dale
W. Lick.
Lick, who replaced foimer
+- University of Maine President
Arthur Johnson in September,
left a university system where he
served as president for Georgia
Southern College for eight
years.
As quoted in the Macon
Telegraph and News Lick has
said, "There's a tendency to
think that our job is to stay in
our classrooms and teach
students of higher education ...
But our job is also service."
During his eight-year tenure
there the theme of service to the
community surfaced again and
again.

Lick was instrumental in
"Maine has the same kinds of
reviving the football program at
needs as Georgia.(We should)
Georgia Southern to the point
reach out to serve the region."
that the team won the Division Lick said at 9eorgia
I AA championship, after a
Southern regional services were
four-year push. At the same offered without ,t he kinds of
time, he said, they formed the resources UMaine has.
marching band.
There is understood outreach
Lick also listed the programs
mission here, he said, because
developed at Georgia Southern
of the university's land grant
that were designed, he said, "to and sea grant status, its larger
reach people." They included
resource base and the greater
youth concerts and youth opportunity to reach out to the
theater, to expose the young
whole state. Part of that base is
people of rural southeastern the cooperative extension proGeorgia to the arts,
gram, the marine laboratory,
To address the rural health and the agricultural experimenproblems of the area, he said, a tal station.
nursing program was started
One of his goals for the
that offered a bachelor's pro- university, he said, is to raise the
gram in nursing and training at quality of the undergraduate
the nurse practitioner level,
program.
Having accomplished this
"Last year we accepted 80
and more in eight years for percent of all in-state student'
Georgia Southern and the (who applied to four-year proregion, what then is in store for grams). This year, 1986-87, we
the University of Maine?
accepted only 63 percent of the
-What is the fundamental applications, and the SAT
goal of UMaine? To serve peo- scores have increased by 12
pie through teaching, research points," he said. "That's pretand public service," Lick said ty significant."
Thiirsday in an interview:Lick also suggested that the

Preallikat Dal Lek
addition of professional clubs
and societies would go far in
strengthening
the
undergraduate programs at
UMaine.
Another of his goals, he said,
is to have a high-quality faculty.
"The faculty here is undersalaried, and we need to catch
up. People teach here because
they want to be here, but when
the gap between what we can
offer and what other schools

)
(Nees
offer approaches 815,000, then
we can't compete," he said.
He said he had applied in a
biannual budget request for
more funding to increasi faculty salaries, but that if the request was denied, there would
be no mechanism through
which to apply for more.
The state, he said, recognized that the system had fallen
behind, and that the $15 million
(see LICK page 2)
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*Events

(continued from page 1)

Burke said organizing Homecoming
activities was part of her job as executive
vice president.
"I knew what I was getting into,"
she said.
But the parade is not the only new
event to take place this weekend.
During a banquet being held at the
Maine Center for the Arts, the first fiNe

UMaine Sports Hall of Fame inductees
will be announced and given plaques in
their honor.
"It was organized to recognize those
persons who have contributed as
athletes, coaches or administrators to the
athletic department and in so doing have
enhanced the image and reputation of

BLOOM COUNTY
/6
7 //
615.5a0

the University of Maine," Jeff Rand,
director of the Black Bear Fund said.
The five inductees are Theodore Curtis, Edmund Black, Donald Smith and
Julia Woodcock Shaw.
Curtis was a faculty manager of
athletics at UMaine for 36 years prior to
his retirement in 1966, according to the
Graduate NI-Club biography report.
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He was the ski coach for 31 years and
coached two skiers who made the U.S.
Olympic Team. He also served as president of the Maine and New England Intercollegiate Athletic Associations and
was instrumental in the construction of
the Memorial Gymnasium.
Black as the IC4A champion in the
hammer throw in 1929. He acquired
seven varsity letters in football, indoor
and outdoor track. He also won the
bronze medal in the 1928 Olympics in
the hammer.
Smith earned nine varsity letters in
cross country, indoor and outdoor track.
He was the New England 880 champion
for two years and t he mile champion for
three years. He also held the Maine State
championships in these two events from
1938 to 1940.
Huard set three school records as
linebacker for,the Slack Bears — for
most tackles in a season, most tackles in
a game and for the longest pass interception return of 95 yards. He was a Little
All-American selection, named to the
All-Ness. England, All-FCA(.7 and AllYankee Conference tea us and was the
fifth round draft choice of the Denver
Broncos. He played for the American
Football League team for foul- years.
Woodcock held swimming records in
freestyle, breast-stroke, butterfly,
backstroke and individual medley events.
She held 14 individual school records
and six New England records.
Rand said there is no actual building
for the Hall of Fame, but said the committee was looking into the new- reception room being built at Alfond Arena.
The hall will hold a picture of the
athletes and a brief history of their
achievements, he said. The inductees will
be inducted each year during
Homecoming.

Each pair fitted
by experience
sneaker fitters
• DOWNTOWN BANGOR • BANGOR MALL
• AIRPORT MALL
• PRESQUE ISLE • WATERVILLE

granted by the Legislature is a
downpayment.
The biggest problem he said he faces
is with the budget.
"We aren't as competitive with other
institutions. We are not visible enough,
and our story is not told well enough
either within the state or outside of
He cited the lab for surface science
and technology as one of the best centers
of its kind in the world, as one example
of the university's unknown talents. Lick
also said it was not well known that
"frontier research" was being done at
UMaine on computer chips.
"A recent study, one that said we spent
$1,700 less per student than eight other
institutions, also revealed that of the
nine only the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst had a higher
number of accredited programs," he
said.
Overall, Lick said he is optimistic.
"We have an excellent teaching staff,
research with the capability to do more,
and a great student body that is caring
and responsible. We also have a great
alumni base, much better than I expected."
Regarding the name change,
something he fought hard for at Georgia
Southern to give it university status, he
said, "This is the flagship of the system.
We are the University of Maine. There
is a University of Maine at Augusta, but
is that really a university?
"The University of Maine is what we
really are.
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Weekend
events
by Mark Kellis
Staff Writer
A return to tradition characterizes
Homecoming 1986, said Nancy Dysart,
director of alumni activities.
Dysart said one of the things to be
revived is the "Victory Song," which
years ago the crowd sang when the
University of Maine was on the verge of
a touchdown. Organizers will teach the
song to the crowd that attends the bonfire tonight, said Dysart.
The bonfire/pep rally will start at 9
p.m. in the Alfond Arena parking lot,
Dysart said. Participants are instructed
to meet on the mall in front of Fogler
Library at 8:30 p.m. At 8:45, the band,
cheerleaders, Bananas the Bear, and
UMaine president Dale Lick and his wife
will lead the march down to the bonfire.
At the bonfire_ the five candidates for
Homecoming Queen will each give short
pep speeches, said Scott Harrison. president of the Senior Skulls.
Voting for Homecoming Queen ends
at 3:30 today, and the Senior Skulls will
then tally the votes. Harrison said.
The 1986 Homecoming Queen will be
crowned immediately prior to the Saturday's football game vs. Northeastern,
said Harrison. Harrison added that
Johanna Stevens, last year's queen, will
be on hand to crown this year's queen.
Among the activities that are taking
place tonight, said Dysart, is a reception
and dinner for members of the Fogler
Society and the 1865 Associates.
Members of the Folder Society give
$5,000 or more to the university through
the Annual Fund, while members of the
1865 Associates give $2,500 or more to
UMaine, said Dysart.
Dysart said for years fraternities and
sororities have sponsored Homecoming
activities for their alumni. Graduates
who lived in dormitories have been
neglected, she said.
To address this "neglect," Scott Anchors, director of Residential Life and
Jeff Harris, resident director of Somerset
Hall, have scheduled a reunion for
Hilltop resident. assistants, said Dysart.
Dysart said she—would like reunions to
be planned for all residence complexes.
Complex residence is something never
asked of alumni, said Dysart, but alumni questionaires now ask which complex
alumni lived in, she added.
Saturday morning, at the Graduate
"M" Club breakfast, the Friends of
Track will formally present boards for
student athletic records to UMaine, said
Dysart.
Dysart said the boards will eventually be diplayecl around the field house.
Lisa Marlowe, assistant director of
alumni chapters, said the eighth annual
Homecoming crafts fair features 75
more craftspeople than last year.
Dysart said in addition to the usual
crafts fair held in the field house, a
farmers' market is being held in the gyrnnasium.
Patrons can gain entrance to both fairs
through the front entrance of Memorial
Gymnasium, she said. A 50 cent entrance fee will help cover fair operating
costs. The,fair will be open 10 a.m.-5
p.m. Saturday and 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sunday.
A Homecoming barbecue, prepared
and served by the Graduate "M" Club,
will start at 11 a.m. Saturday, said
Dysart. The barbecue replaces the formal luncheon held for alumni in years
past.
The pre-game Homecoming parade
will arrive at Alumni Field before kickoff, and it features the Homecoming
Queen and her court.

Homecoming Queen contestants from kit to right: Lieske
Canty of Mendota Heights, Minn.; Lorretta Ott of
Croton, Conn.; Joanne Monson of Slow, Mass.; Gail

!troche of Lewiston; and Jennifer French of Exeter. `N.H.
(PICS photo)

History of Homecoming Weekend
by Jennifer Girr
Staff Writer
Every year Homecoming Weekend affords students, alumni and visitors an
opportunity to catch up on old times.
Early editions of the Maine Alumnus
and The Daily Maine Campus record the
first unofficial Homecoming beginning
in the fall of 1900.
About a week before a football game
against Colby College in Waterville,
some students organized a party of
students to travel to the game by train.
These spirited students decorated this
train with Maine's school colors and at
the game, threw blue ribbons and bows
wkiery their team scored.
Aher defeating Colby, the throng
marched up and down Waterville's main
street singing the victory song, the same
song which is being brought back to
UMaines repetoire this year.
In 1901, a group of students and faculty gathered at Alumni Hall on a Friday
night for an impromptu pep rally.
The band played. Coaches and captains delivered speeches aild made
predictions on the outcome of the next
day's game. These gatherings were
known as Maine Night for the next 30
years.
In 1931, the Alumni Council Executive
Committee and Harold S. Boardman,

the new president, retired Maine Night
because it had "degenerated from a reunion of alumni and students into a time
when all rules and regulations were
thrown to the winds and rowdyism
prevailed."
The next 10 years of Alumni
Homecoming brought luncheons, pep
rallies, fraternity openhouses,"M" Club
meetings and awards to distinguished
members of the university.
Because of WW lithe university closed its doors until 1945. In October of

that year, President Arthur A. Hauck
welcomed back the alumni.
The 1950s brought postgame bonfires
and tea-dances sponsored by All-Maine
Women and Senior Skulls.
By 1965 Homecoming Weekend took
a form much like it is known today.
Homecoming queen, concerts and float
parades entertained the thousands of
fans and spectators.
The late Rudy Vallee was a featured
guest at the 1975 "centennial"
Homecoming. Vallee's music made the
UMaine "Stein Song" famous.

Performing Arts Center floods
by Jan Vertefeuille
Staff Writer
The orchestra pit of the new Maine
Center for the Arts is all wet.
The pit flooded Thursday and several
reasons for the problem have been offered by people familiar with the
flooding.
A plumber for R.J. Morin, Inc, which
was consulted about the flooding, said
that a worker left a valve open while turning on water for the heating euipment.
"They forgot to turn it off," he
said, and this caused the flooding.
However, Tom Cole, director of
Facilities Management for the University of Maine, said the flooding was caus-

ed by "very high water levels" from recent rain and the fact that there weren't
enough pumps to take care of the water.
He said the Center "sits on a lake"
and that this has been known for one to
three years.
"This won't happen again," Cole
said, because two new pumps are being
installed.
Joel Katz, director of the Center, said
the flooding resulted from the present
pumps failing to take care of the water.
He said there was no damage to the orchestra pit.
"It occurred at the lowest level(of the
building) where it's all concrete," Katz
said.

ATTENTION SOPHOMORES
Governor James B. Longley Scholarship
Applications are now being accepted for the Governor James B.
Longley Annual Scholarship. You must be enrolled full-time at the University of Maine, have compjeted the Financial Aid Form (FAF)for 1986-87,
be a Maine Native, and have an overall gradepoint average of 2.8 or better. In addition, the following personal qualities will be considered: persistence, determination, unwillingness to quit, a respect for the rights
of others, unselfishness, and compassion.
Applications are available at the Office of Student Aid in Wingate
Hall. The final date for applying is November 3, 1986.
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Sea level changes have been extreme in Maine
by Christina Baldwin
Staff Writer
The rising of the sea level along
Maine's coastline concerns professors at
the University of Maine's Center for
Marine Studies.
During a panel discussion, L. Kenneth
Fink, professor of geological sciences
and oceanography told a crowd of 50,
"it effects everyone at all levels of society; it is a global concern."
The five-man panel attempted to
answer three questions: how does the
changing sea level affect coastal development, what is the current rate of sea level
rise in Maine and what are the reasons
for rising sea level.
Daniel E Belknap, assistant professor
of geological sciences and oceanography

said the current rate of sea level rise is
not static A graph showed Portland, and
Eastport Maine, and Portsmouth, New,
Hampshire rates of rise were not the
same. Each city showed a different rise
rate, some quicker than others.
Belknap said the changes have been
extreme in the last 13,000 years.
"In the first 9,000 years the sea level
rose very rapidly — 10-feet per century," he said. "In the last 5,000 years
the rate has slowed down to about one
and one half millimeters."
Fink said the sea level rises due to the
change in the amount of water on earth
and when changes occur to the basins
containing water. An example of a basin
would be an ocean bed.
The affects of the changing sea level
could take two routes in the future.
Joseph Kelley, adjunct associate pro-

fessor of geological sciences said one
result would be a relatively pristine coast
where coastal development would be
sparse. The other route, he said, would
be engineering the coastline to accomodate for the change in sea level.
Kelley showed a few slides on how
residents and business along the Eastern
Seaboard try to hold back the shore line
before the water erodes the land.
Sea walls of various materials, he said
were ineffective.
Kelley added that clamming beds can
be lost due to the change in sea level
because no new mud is circulated within
the beds. He said the mud brings with
it nutrients important to the survival of
the clams. With the changing level, he
said the water erodes the beds and
sweeps important mud away.

Cart

Peter Larson, research scientist for
Bigelow Labratories, said the change has
many effects on coaital development as
well as the environment.
The list included land submergence,
erosion, loss of archaeological sites,
damage to coastal structures and problems with ground water quality.
One of the issues he raised was storm
tide penetration. As the land erodes and
the coastline gets closer to communities,
Larson said storm waves come in contact with structures more often causing
destruction of towns.
Kelley said people will pick up and
move as storms destroy their towns.
All the professors agreed there is no
way to stop the water from rising, but
accomodations can be made to live
through nature's lash.

Louisa May Alcott, author of one of
the all-time best sellers "Little Women"
and numerous other children's books,
also had a clandestine, more adventurous side to her writing.
Leona Rostenberg and Madeleine
Stern, two rare-book dealers from New
York City who are responsible for the
current reappraisal of Alcott's works,
discussed their research Wednesday night
at the University of Maine.
"The most popular author of juvenile
writing has turned into a seed bed of investigation," said Stern.
Alcott was an experimental writer as
revealed by the discovery of her secret
writing. She tried her hand at forms of
writing from fairy-tales to mystery to
documented war stories.
"Alcott wrote whatever might win her
a $5 or $IO reward," said Stern.

Alcott wrote her horror and lurid narrative tales as an emotional release, she
said.
"Feminism in Alcott's -work is unmistakable," said Stern.
By reading Alcott's stories and following them as almost true-to-life, the two
women came to the conclusion that
Alcott had hidden writing under another
name.
They set out to find Alcott's
pseudonym by going through the Alcott
family letters kept in the Harvard
University libraries.
"We found five letters disclosing the
pseudonym, the titles to three stories,
and the periodicals that published
them," said Rostenberg.
Rostenberg discovered that Alcott
(1832-1888) published lurid melodramas
under a pen name, A.M. Barnard, in
"The Flag of Our Union" during the
Civil War era. In addition Alcott, who
served as a Union Army nurse during the

Civil War, not only wrote "Little Men"
and "Jo's Boys." but also authored
"Paulines Passion and Punishment',
another example of her hidden writing.
"She wrote all her works under the
name A.M. Barnard because she used to
worry about what her neighbors would
think. It just wouldn't do to have all
these "blood and thunder" tales coming
from a straight-laced spinster from New
England," said Sterif"--She identified "Behind the Mask" as
the best of all A.M. Barnard's blood and
thunders. In it, the heroine captures her
title, an estate, and a rich, kind husband
all by trickery and deception.
It took another 30 years after this
discovery to have Alcott's thrillers
reprinted, she said.
In 1975, Stern edited an anthology of
Alcott's unknown thrillers called
"Behind a Mask" and the following year,
a second anthology, "Plots and
Counterplots: More Unknown Thrillers
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Alcott revealed as bold and experimental writer
by Jeanette Brawn
Staff Writer

The Daily Mai

of Louisa May Alcott."
"In these stories the heroines arc
forceful, independent, sexually demanding and do not do housework," said
Stern. Never again will anyone's image
be the same of this "little woman,"
she said.
"Her complexity, technique, and her
insight into the human equation show
her deservance of a higher placement ot
authorship then was before thought,"
said Stern.
In addition to writing an Alcott
biography, Stern has written such books
as "The Life of Magaret Fuller," "Imprints on History: Book publishers and
Alnerican Frontiers," "We the
Women: Career Firsts of Nineteenth
Century America" and -"Books and
Book People in 19th Cent urs
America."
The free public program was sponsored by the UMaine English
department.
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Dr. Hatem Hussaini
Outstanding lecturer on the
topic of TERRORISM

Wednesday, 15 October 1986
Hauck Auditorium
8:00 p.m.
'f -Free to the pliblic-

h

iosk

A delightful, laugh -filled farce
by
France's most popular modern
playwright.

Call 581-1755 for information and reservations
Season coupons still available for large
savings
Hauck Auditorium, October 8, 9, 10 at
8:00 p.m.
Matinee October 9 at 2:00 p.m.
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Career day shows promise to graduates
by Jennifer Girt
Staff Writer
Representatives from local and national organizations were on hand
Thursday for the biennial Career Day.
Sixty-seven prospective -employers
gathered in the.field house of the
Memorial Gymnasium to answer questions and distribute information about
their companies.
Adrian Sewell, director of the Office
of Career Planning and Placement said, •
"Out of all of the employers here, I
would say there isn't a single one who
doesn't have jobs open."
"About 300 companies were invited to
participate in this year's event," Sewall
said.
Jim Burkhead, a 1984 UMaille
graduate in el iuical engineering who ix
employed by the James River Corp. said,
"It seems like there are slot of ambitious
students around here."
Mark Taggart, employment mail ger
at Mid-Maine Medical Center in Waterville said, "Students need to know what
channels to go through to find a a
job."
"This kind of exposure is invaluable
to both the student and the
employer," he added.
Patty Counihan, the associate director of CPP said the companies, who
paid a newly instituted $100 entry fee to
participate, were happy with the
outcome.
"They were pleased with the numbers
and with the quality of students who

wanted to learn about their organizations." Counihan said.
The groups invited to attend included those who recruit Orono students
regularly and some that have never come
to campus to recruit. Norm Baxter, who
represented H.P. Hood, Inc., dairy pro.

ducts said, "This is my third or fourth
time here. I always get good results, so
1 keep coming back."
Unionmutual recruiter, Diane
Hamlin, said she was impressed with the
caliber of students she had spoken to.
"I have had specific questions concer-

(liftman photo)
fling sales and I hase fielded intership
questions from a number of
underclassmen," she said.
Over 850 students signed in at the
door to the 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. event.
"We need a good student turnout to
make it worthwhile," Sewell said.

Career Planning expands
cl
ET
A
NG
E
OR
NMA
IA
LL
by Anne Marie Smith
Staff Writer
The Office of Career Planning and
Placement has recently expanded its services and programs.
It now includes freshmen to graduate
students in reliable, career-related summer and non-work study jobs during the
academic sear.
According to records kept in the
Career Planning and Placement office.
953 students registered for the job placement program in 1980, and by 1985 1,586
were registered, an increase of 633
students. Since all students are not eligible to receive workstudy, this serves as
a benefit to everyone. said Patty
Counihan. associate director of Career
Planning and Placement.
The program offers professional
counseling and advising, a computerized
career guidance system. a Career
Library, seminars, workshops, mock interviews, and the Maine Mentor Program.
Counihan said the Maine Mentor Program is a new addition to the Career
Planning and Placement office and
could be one of the most helpful services
open or career exploration for UMaine
students.
She said it is designed to help interested students find out about jobs
through interviewing alumni in the field

they're interested in to receive first-hand
advice on how to become successful.
Counihan added that other special
events to benefit the students in their
career choices would be sponsored
throughout the year, such as the
Graduate and Professional School Fair
held Oct. 7, and Career Day, held Oct. 9.
On Career Day representatives from
nationally known companies and
organizations came to speak personally
to undergraduates interested in particular fields.
Counihan said information would be
available for students about possible
choices for majors, career choices, and
skills needed to be hired by specific companies. Companies participating were
GTE Sylvania, Digital Equipment Co.
and New England Telephone.
"We are here to help students with
career planning as well as job placement
and we would like to invite freshmen,
sophomores, and juniors, as well seniors
to come in and use our services. They
can start by coming to Career Day,"
said Counihan.
Adrian Sewall,the director of Career
Planning said, "The total number of
programs including the grad school fair
and Career Day, seminars, summer and
part-time employment programs, are all
designed for undergraduates to help
them gather information about alternatives available. Vv'e just hope they'll
take advantage of them."
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Editorial

whe

Limited stress outlets
Additionally, these gyms have events of their
tress is an accepted part of university life.
own taking place; for example, aerobics classes in
Each student has his or her own means of
"the Pit" and dance classes in Lengyel. And, it will
coping with daily pressures. Many students
only be a matter of time before softball practices,
on this campus turn to physical activities as an
ROTC drills, and intramural athletics programs
outlet for their frustrations.
receive their lions' shares of building time.
During the last several years however, students
Sure, most of these facilities have open recreahave not always been able to gain access to univertion hours on weekday mornings, but most people
sity gym facilities.
have more pressing things to do at 10 a.m, than
There is a surprisingly large number of students
playing a little hoop.
here who enjoy playing basketball or running the
There is not necessarily a need for additional
indoor track in order to release tension. Often,
recreational facilities on campus.
they are unable to.
However, there may be a need for a rescheduling
Why? Because open recreation times at gym
of building use, so that facilities are available more
facilities always yield priority to outside events.
often during those times that students would be
This weekend, for example, the Memorial. Gym-free to use them.
nasium will remain closed to most athletic acPerhaps further limiting the extent to which
tivities because a flea market will occupy much of
organizations can reserve the gyms is a solution.
the building.
In any event, it is necessary that the individual
Instances like this are not uncommon. Events
seeking only a little exercise be taken into consuch as college fairs, crafts fairs, career days, and
sideration. More attention to the needs of students '
so forth, frequently take place in the field house.
who have paid their recreation fee and simply wish
And, as the academic year progresses, baseball
to unwind may be in order.
practices and high school track meets will receive
Somehow flea markets seem unable to to provide
their time in the building as well.
students with the appropriate outlet for venting
Undoubtedly arguments will be made that the
frustrations.
Pit" or Lengyel Gym are often available when the
field house is occupied. But the fact is these
facilities alone are not always able to meet the demand to use them. A maximum of 20 people can
play basketball in each of these gyms, and the
courts these people would be using are far too
short for playing any quality games.

Marc Larivee
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Wizard of Oz
They are the young, the proud, the defiant. They are the leather-clad boys and
girls who partake in a ritual of bombastic blitzkrieg they simply know as
METAL.
The denizens ofthis particular black
hole of youth culture hold such a heartfelt devotion to the masters of
pyrotechnics and dry ice that some will
Make the ultimate ,sacrifice — death.
At least this is the feeling of a couple
of bereaved parents, whose teenage son
committed suicide. They believe the
powerful pen of one Ozzy Osbourne was
able to poison their son's mind and bring
him to take fatal action.
The specific Osbourne masterwork in
question is titled "Suicide Solution."
The boy's father has reached the conclusion that his offspring's idolatry of the
bat-biting British Metalman (or is that
"Iron Man?") caused him to take the
"prescription" of the song.
This little chunk of Americana came
to my attention by way of the oily-slick
news magazine program "West 57th."
As portrayed on the program ifs obvious
the saddened parents' convictions are so
strong they believe they can win a lawsuit pending against Osbotarne.
They hold that their son was a welladjusted I6-year-old (high school dropout) who spent the great mass of his time
listening to the Oz in his room.
When his body was found he had a
gun dangling from one hand and headphones still in place over his ears. The
record on the turntable was, you guessed it from the MASTER OZ.
Scanning through the lyric sheets of
his son's records the father, amongst the
collection of pathos he came across the
said song. He surmised they were the
suicide inducing words.
The Oz on the other hand holds he
had written a song which describes a
person's demise due to alcohol abuse
(sound pretty heavy-deep-and-real
Ozzy).
This whole thing is absurd. It's not
surprising that Osbourne's music could
cause a violent revulsion with life, but
making the poor slob responsible for the
suicide of a troubled teenager is as
ridiculous as Ozzy is himself.
A psychiatrist on the program said the
boy was not well-adjusted as made apparent by his withdrawal from school.
If the parents are successful with their
litigation an odd turn of events may
come about. People could begin to sue
the estates of Tolstoy for setting a bad
example with Anna Karenina and her
boutwith that train and the Greeks with
those tragedies would really be in for it.
Wait a minute, maybe something good
could come from this. Like if I was able
to file suit againsgtonald Reagan for the
text of his speecifes which 1 could claim
put me in a state of extreme emotional
despair..
Marc Larrivee is an Oronman who is
in search ofan amplifier that goes up to
IL
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Registration cramped

0100 WO
To the editor
I felt compelled to write this
letter after reading the response
to "Ringside seat to a Comedy"
that appeared last week.
During the preparations for
the Orientation and the event
itself I served as the assistant to
Dr. Joyce Hedlund, former
Associate Dean of Student Services, who served as Chairperson of the Orientation Planning
Committee and Coordinator of
the Weekend.
I was amused by the insistence by the individual from
the Dean of Arts and Sciences
office that ALLeight of the terminals were running all of the

time. I was at the registration
site on two different occasions
on Saturday during the weekend
and I can attest to the fact that
ALL eight of the terminals were:,
not running all of the tithe:- But as far as I can see the only major problem with the A &
S registration wasthe waiting in
such a cramped room. I hope
that the planners for the next
orientation see fit to move the
registration site to a room more
suitable for such a large
freshman class. That is if the
orientation is not returned to
the summer schedule.
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Commentary

Nancy Hay

Inhumane treatment
The manner in which animals are treated in federally funded laboratories is a setious matter for all those
who are concerned about the humane treatment of
animals and the proper use of tax money. A timely example of this is the National Institute of Health's treatment of 15 monkeys who are victims of neurological
research conducted by the Institute of Behavioral
Research in Silver Spring Maryland.

was subsequently convicted of cruelty to animals. The
government then confiscated Taub's 17 monkeys(only
15 now survive) and held them at an NIH facility in
Poolesville Maryland where they were kept until June
of 1986, at which time they were surreptitiosly removed to the Delta Regional Primate Center in Covington,
Louisiana during the middle of the night.
The removal of the monkeys to Delta came at a time
of pending legislation and litigation to send the
These monkeys became a focus of public attention monkeys to Primarily Primates, a private sanctuary in
in 1981 when Alex Pacheco, co-founder of the San Antonio Texas.
organization People for the Ethical Treatment of
Delta is notorious in both the research community
Animals, did an undercover investigation of a
laboratory at iBR. His investigation showed that Dr. and in the humane community for having the highest
Edward Taub, an experimenter at this NIH-funded death rates of the seven regional primate centers in the
laboratory was severely damaging the central nervous U.S.. It is the only primate center ever to lose a governsystems of primates during research on nerve ment breeding contract because, in some years, it lost s
more animals to "accidents" (incidents not related to
regeneration.
Pacheco showed photographs and documentation of experiments) than it actually kills in experiments.
By nfoving the Silver Spring monkeys to Delta. NIH
cruelty and neglect at the lab to the authorities. The
police then raided the lab and arrested Dr. Taub, who not only acted counter to the interests of the animals

•

and their advocates, but also countervened the wishes
of Congress. More than 300 members of Congress had
signed a letter to NIH Director James B. Wyngaarden
requesting that the monkeys be sent to Primary
Primates. Resolutions had also been introduced into
both houses of Congress calling for the release of the
monkeys to the sanctuary.
Since the monkeys were removed from IBR, many
actions have been undertaken by PETA to get NIH to
turn over the monkeys. On May 17, 1986, there was a
motorcade through Washington D.C. to publicize the
issue. A "Conscience Camp" was sent up on NIH
grounds in Bethesda Maryland, and was visited by
animal advocates from across the country. On August
5, 1986, a civil disobedience action at the Department
of Health and Human Services (overseer of NIH)gained media coverage and public attention for PETA's
campaign to free the monkeys.
For more information, please contact PETA, P.O.
Box 42516, Washington, D.C.; (202)726-0156.
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Today's styles for men and worn
at reasonable prices!
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Tuesday thru Saturday and
Evenings by appointment

Electroysis is the answer. Find out how
you can look better Ind feel better, too.
For permanent results--Call for a free
consultation
experienced electrolysis specialists

Lori's Hair Design
827-4246
16 Middle St., Old Town

942-0781
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DAWN 77L Dow FARM

Friday
6 p.m.
UMaine Sports Hall orFame
Banquet, Maine Center for the Arts .
9 p.m.
Pep Rally/Bonfire
Alfond Arena--Marching Band, Homecoming Queen and Her Court, and more!

Saturday
Off Campus Minimum Order $5.00
18" Large..35.50 - 16" Small...S4.00 - 10" Mini...$2.10

PIZZA
827-6867
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We Deliver Free
Plus Chicken & Subs
752 Stillwater Ave • Old Town Maine
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COLLEGE PLAZA
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10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
8th Annual Homecoming Fair
Memorial Gym and Fieldhouse
Arts and Crafts Show, Farmer's Market,
and Food Fair--50 cents admission
10:30 cm.
Men's Varsity Soccer
Memorial Field--Maine vs. Plymouth State
11 cm.
Women's Field Hockey Iburnament
Lengyel Field--Providence vs: Hofstra
11 a.m.
All New! Homecoming Barbe,:ue
Alumni Field, under the tent
Special Discount to everyone wearing a
RUDY VALLEE RACCOON COAT--S50
certificate for best coat!
12 p.m.
Pre-Game Parade and Highlights
Alumni Field
Homecoming Floats
UMaine Marching Band
Campus Mayor Alumni
Homecoming Queen & Court
Students' Welcome to Alumni

Will TAM.10 IPS M.DALY

1 p.m.
1986 Homecoming Football Game
UMAINE VS.NORTHEASTERN
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U0oCR --"ORE
E.A CRISP
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•
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Homecoming Wee

LARGEST SELECTION

University Photo

LATEST RELEASES

PLAZA LAUNDROMAT

46 Main St., Orono - 866-7703

CLEAN PLEASANT

1-HOUR
PHOTOPHOTO

Now, gel your pictures developed and printed in lust one hour at our highiliality, on-site photo
lab All film sizes disk 110, 126, and 135
W ln etoct, 2 ,o.s
process.

Welcome Back
UMaine Alumni
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FREE
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offer expires October 18, 1986.
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iy's styles for men and women
at reasonable prices!

Movie World
A Large Selection of Movies
New Releases: Cross Roads, Critters, and Out of Africa

Tuesday thru Saturday and
Evenings by appointment

lorl's Hair Design
827-4246
16 Middle St., Old Town

VCR Tapes
Mon-Thurs SI per moor
Fri & Sat 3 for SS
Hours: Mon-Fri 12-8, Sat 10-8

VCR Machines
Mon-Thurs $4.95
Fri 4 films sr/machine 512.95
Sat 5 films ssimachine 514.95

Bring this coupon for a free 15 minute session on
our Wolff System Sun Tanning Bed, one session per
customer, anytime Oct. 8th thru Oct. 15th (a S3
value!)
Stillwater Ave. Call 827-8258
Next to Ames
University Mall

Welcome Back
Alumni!
We're still here...
Come see us!
"Pat"

vs. -Northeastern
1 p.m.
Women's Field Hockey TOurriament
Lengyel Field—UMaine vs. Lowell
2 p.m.
Halftime Show
UMaine Marching Band and Alumni Band
Presentation of awards
Block NI Alumni Activities Award
Steve Gould Memorial Award
3:30 p.m.
Post-Game Party
Alumni Field, under the tent

WELCOME BACK ALUMNI

8 p.m.
"A Chorus Line" (SOLD OUT!)
Maine Center for the Arts

Sunday
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
8th Annual Homecoming Fair
Memorial Gym and Fieldhouse
Arts and Crafts, Farmer's Market.
and Food Fair--50 cents admission
11 a.m.
Women's Field Hockey Tournament
Consolation Game--Alumni Field
1 p.m.
Women's Field Hockey Tournament
Championship Game--Alumni Field
3 p.m.
"A Chorus Line"(SOLD OUT!)
Maine Center for the Arts

CORNERS
FREE DELIVERY
On campus & 3 mile radius of Orono & Old Town
HRS: 11 a.m. • 1 a.m., Sun. • Thurs.; 11 a.m. • 2 a.m. Fri. & Sat.
827.5937 or 827-5938

WELCOME ALUMNI

This schedule sponsored by the
General Alumni Association
Crossland Hall
Call x1132 for more information.

G

I

ng Weekend 1986
Corsages

lot°
866-7703

xie hour at our high cpality, on-site photo

ORONO
FLORAL BOUTIQUE

A Mexicank estaurant
Watering Hole
"Come&enjoyour 16oz. Margaritas."
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Boutonnieres

otter

One
FREE Roll
Of Film

Plants

Imported Roses
Fresh Cut Flowers
Fresh-Dried-Silk
Arrangements
Free Delivery

October 18 1986

38 Main St.

Open 9-6

Dinner served SunAhurs. 4-10 pm
Fri.& Sat.4-11pm
HAPPY HOUR Nachos in Lounge
Mon.-Fri. 4-7 pm
15 Mill St.,Orono,Maine
1188-41383

866-3557
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Performance filled with intense motion

Hub

by Jan Vertefeuille
Staff Writer

•

The jazz beat of Laurie Anderson's
music, superimposed on the sound of the
dancers' feet pounding the stage, filled
Hutchins Concert Hall Tuesday night.

•

The beat lent to the audience a of the force impelling the dancers
the stage.
The Trisha Brown Companv. a Ness
York-based dance troupe, performed at
the University of Maine's Center for the
Arts on the second stop of a New
England tour, dancer Lisa Schmidt said.
She said the troupe tours about six
months a year and has a full season in
New York at City Center every other
year.
The company's nine dancers performed three pieces, "Lateral Pass," "Accumulation with Talking plus Watermotor." and "Set and Reset," all
choreographed by. Brown.

Sena
aid

In the first piece, "Lateral Pass,"
eight dancers, using only intriguim
lighting and intricatels' worked costume!,
as props, performed to selections from
Peter Zummo's suite "Si'. Songs."
In her solo, "Accumulation with Talking plus Watermotor," Brown esoked
laughter from the audience w hue telling
two stories during the dance.
She began the dance explaining that
"starting to talk while doing this dance
is like opening a front-loading washing
machine while doing a load of
typewriters."
In this solo, Brown breaks off one
story in mid-sentence and, remembering
where she left off, tells part of the next
story. She continues alternating stories
throughout the dance until both are told.

Photos by Tom Pierce
"In all the times I've seen her solo, she
stops each story in different spots. It's
been different every time," Schmidt
said. "It's a feat for herself."
As Brown danced her mmements
caused her costume, the most bodycovering worn throughout the perfor-

Thieves' Carnival

mances, to billow, creating the illusion
of a flag beating against the wind.
In "Set and Reset." the dancers'
fluid movements, having no seeming impetus, were complemented by their
'billowing, gauzy costumes. The music by
Laurie Anderson. underscored by jazz
and rock elements, set the tone for the
intense motion.

Schmidt has been with the Brown
Dance Co. for a year and a half and said
some dancers have been with Brown for
seven or eight years.
She said she doesn't consider the
dance company a stepping stone to further wdrk as a dancer,"Once you're here,
souse pretty much arrived."
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impressions they make upon Eva and
Juliette. They too end up staying with
"Thieves' Carnival" stole any hope of Hurf and Edgard.
enjoyable entertainment soon after the
The production has many positive
curtain opened.
qualities, but not nearly enough to save
Maine Masque's first production of the show.
the 1986-87 season is a comedy set in
The areas in which Norman Wilkin1920 France.
son's production should be applauded
are set design and costumes, but it is
"Carnival" tells the story of
two groups competing to earn the ap- time to go back to the basics in the areas
proval of Lady Hurf (Angela Durrell) of acting and blocking.
and Lord Edgard (Brian Quirion) and
The plot in itself is quite confusing.
their two neices Eva (Susan Allen) and Characters are introduced entirely out of
Juliette (Tracy Pease).
context, leaving the audience confused
Both groups are professional about the characters' identities and inswindlers after the riches of Hurf and tents in the play.
Edgard.
To add to this confusion there are
often two groups of actors involved in
The first group, Peterbono(Dan Col- two simultaneous sets of exchanges. In
bert), Hector (Michael Walls), and this sense, the Maine Maaque players do
Gustave (Travis Cook), disguise not succeed in defining "ensemble acthemselves as Spanish royalty, "old ting."
friends" of Hurf and Edgard, and are
This lack of unity on stage leaves the
welcomed into their household.
audience with the task of deciding which
Gustave faces a dilemma when he and group they should pay attention to.
Juliette fall in love and he realizes that
While many of the players deliver
he must rob her family.
steady performances, there are others
The second group, Dupont-Dufort Sr. who outweigh them with their lackluster
(Josh Liveright) and Dupont-Dufort
performances.
Jr. (Albert Proia), are a father and son
Tracy Pease expends absolutley no
pair who are very concerned about the emotion or energy in the role of Juliette.

Pease is a primary offender when it
together. Like Proia and Liveright, Colcomes to throwing away her lines. She
bert has an energy for physical comedy
mumbles. She rushes. She speaks in a
which permeates every move he makes.
monotone voice. She does everything but
Brian Quirion is excellent in the role
instill interest in her character. How
of Lord Edgard, portraying a humorous
anyone could truly beliese that her
absent-mindedness so appropriate for
character loves Gustave, I will never
the role.
know.
Angella Durrell and Susan Allen give
Michael Walls and Travis Cook apstrong performances in the roles of Lady
pear very bored in their roles as Hector
Hurt.and Eva. Durrell, however, at times
and Gustave. Both anticipate their lines,
does not project her voice sufficiently.
and both come out of character after
The set design shows ingenuity on the
saying these lines.
part of Michael Powers. The opening set,
Cook is the other half of the abysmal
which depicts a town square, gives way
couple of Juliette and Gustave.
to a second set, which is the home of
Unfortunately, Cook does nothing to
lady Hurf and Lord Edgard.
offset Pease's downfalls. At one point,
Blue marble steps, fountain, and
Gustave must gag and tie up Juliette, and
bench dominate the stage in the town
he shows no sign of the distress he
square. To frame the back of the set are
should be feeling.
small cartoon-like trees and a towering
The best performances come from
rear entrance, constructed with a thick
Albert Proia and Josh Liveright as
wire, which vaguely resembles an
Dupont-Dufort Jr. and Sr. The two are
elephant.
hilarious in their longing to impress Eva
The walls of the house are constructed
and Juliette.
with a transparent screening. Both sets
Acting like giddy schoolgirls, the two • were attached to cables,
and were "dropcomplement each other as they '-share
ped" into place.
their joy and despair.
Costumes relied on bright, simple colDan Colbert as Peterbono carries his
ors which added energy to the scenes.
compatriots Hector and Gustave in
- "Thieves' Carnival" closes this evenmany of the scenes that they have
ing in Hauck Auditorium at 8 p.m.
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World/U.S. News
Huber attacks McKernan's inconsistencies
AUGUSTA, Maine(AP) —.Independent gubernatorial canidate Sherry F
Huber on Thursday accused U.S. Rep.
John R. "Jock" McKernan Jr. of trying
to mislead voters by saying he would
restrict the use of public funds for abortions even though he has voted for more
liberal policies in Congress.
But a spokesman for McKernan, the
Republican nominee in the four-way
race, said his position has not changed
and that Mrs. Huber was stretching the
facts to make it appear that it has.
In a letter to the 1st District congressman, Mrs. Huber cited newspaper
stories published earlier this year that
said McKernan would limit the use of
public funds for abortions for lowincome women in cases involving rape,
incest and a threat to the woman's life.
She also cite three cases in which she
said McKernan voted to preserve fun-

ding of abortions; a June 1983 vote
against stripping most abortion coverage
from federal employees' health benefits;
a September 1983 vote against banning
the use of all Medicaid funds for abortions; and a June 1984 vote against a ban
on the use of federal health insurance for
abortions.
"People who keep track of these issues
are astonished to learn of your more
recently stated opposition to fedgral funding," Mrs. Huber said in her letter.
"They have always considered you a
solid vote on these issues."
"I think you owe your voters an explanation of this discrepancy between
what you say and what you do," Mrs.
Huber said in her letter. "I hope you'll
continue to vote the way you have in the
past; just don't try to be on the other
side when you come home."
McKernan spokesman Willis Lyford
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate
Foreign Relations Committee staff will
conduct an inquiry into whether an
airplane resupplying Nicaraguan rebels
was working in cooperation with the
Reagan administration, the panel's
chairman said Wednesday.
_
Sen. Richard Lugar, R-Ind., revealed
the plan not long afterjhe-State Department raised the possibility that the U.S.
Embassy in Managua may be shut down
and accused Nicaragua of refusing U.S.
officials consular access to American
Eugene Hasenfus, captured when the
airplane crashed Sunday in southern
Nicaragua.
Lugar divulged the plan for the inquiry by his committee's staff in response
to an accusation by Sen. John Kerry, I).
Mass., "that individuals are running
around ... conducting their own foreign
policy in violation of the law."

Acting State Department spokesman
Charles Redman said the embassy
delivered a diplomatic note Tuesday/ to
Nicaraguan officials requesting consular
access to Hasenfus, the lone survivor of
the crash Sunday of a cargo plane in
southern Nicaragua.
The embassy also asked for the remains anckspersonal effects of the two
Americans who died in the crash, Redman said.
Lugar said Reagan administration
policy toward Nicaragua is effectively in
a sort of "limbo" because Congress has
not given final approval to $100 million
in U.S. aid to the Contras. The money
for that aid program is contained in a
pending catchall money bill.
The plane was on a mission to resupply Nicaraguan rebels but the Reagan administration has said it had no connec(see CONTRA page 12)
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said the newspaper reports on McKernan's position are correct and that the
votes cited by Mrs: Huber do not conflict with that position.
For example, Lyforti said, federal
health insurance is provided through
private companies and "we would contend that those aren't really a use of
federal funds." McKernan felt it
would be unfair to single out federal
employees for specific limitations.
Lyford said McKernan voted against
the ban on Medicaid funding for abor-

tions because it did not provide the exemptions in cases of rape, incest or lifethreatening situations.
All three votes are consistent with
McKernan's position, Lyford said. Mrs.
Huber "has misconstrued them for her
Own version of why."
Currently Medicaid funds may be
used for abortions only when a woman's
life is in danger. Mrs. Huber has said she
would support an appropriation of state
funds to make abortions available to all
Medicaid-eligible women.

American in Nicaragua
said he works for U.S.
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) — An
American captured when Sandinista
troops shot down -a plane carrying
weapons to the Contras said today he
worked with CIA employees and took
part on 10 such flights from Honduras
and El Salvador,
Eugene Hasenfus, 45, of Marinette,
Wis., said on a nationally broadcast
news conference that four of the flights
were made from Aguacate air base in
Honduras and six from llopango air
base in El Salvador.
"We would be flying into Honduras
to an air base called Aguacate and we
would be loading up on small arms and
ammunition and this would be flown to
Nicaragua," he said at a nationally
broadcast news conference. "These we
would drop to the Contras."
He said that from 24 to 26 "company
people" assisted the. program in El
Salvador, including flight crews,
maintenance crews and "two Cuban nationalized Americans that worked for
the CIA."
He identified the nationalized CubanAmericans as Max Gomez and Ramon
Medina.

President Reagan has denied that the
plane, which was shot down Sunday, or
its crew had ties to the U.S. government.
However, Nicaraguan officials have
claimed the supply operation was part
of a CIA effort to help the Contras, who
have been fighting for 4.5 years to overthrow the leftist Sandinista government.
Hasenfus said the CIA employees'
jobs were "to oversee housing for the
crews, transportation projects, refueling
and some flight plans."
He said he was told he would be paid
$3,000 per month plus housing,
transportation and expenses for working
with the air crews.
"I was told we would be flying DHC
Caribous and C-123 K-models," he
said.
U.S. Consul-General Donald Tyson
met for two hours today with
Nicaraguan officials at the Foreign
Ministry.
Asked when the Sandinistas would
allow U.S. officials to meet with Hasenfus, Tyson replied: "I really don't have
anything to say."
Hasenfus' wife, Sally, went to the
Foreign Ministry with the U.S. Embassy
officials but did not leave with them.
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Affordable. quality programs with financial aid
available.

SPRING SEMESTER
IN DUBLIN
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Maynooth
.12-15 Credits
Summer Programs
At Trinity College
Dublin
Dr John J. McLean
Mohegan Community College
Norwich, CT 06360
886-1931 X243
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American researcher defects to Soviet Union
MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet news
agency Tass said Wednesday that an
American cancer researcher defected to
the Soviet Union after being fired from
his job because he opposed U.S. foreign
policy.
It said Arnold Lokshin, his wife, and
three children arrived in Moscow
Wednesday after being granted political
asylum.
Tass said Lokshin, 47, is a San
Franciso-born biochemist and oncologist who headed the cancer research
laboratory at St. Joseph Hospital in
Houston, Texas, from 1980 until last
month. '
In Houston, Dr. John Stehlin, scientific director of the research foundation

at St. Joseph Hospital, said Lokshin was
not fired for political reasons. "We were
not pleased with his performance. Scientific, period," he said.
The hospital spelled the man's name
Lockshin instead of Lokshin.
The man identified by the Soviets as
Lokshin, a woman identified as his wife,
and three children were shown on the
televiskm_evening news. Speaking in
English, he said he and his wife had opposed the Vietnam War and had fought
for social justice in the United States ever
since.
The Russian version of the Tass story
gave his wife's name as Lauren, but the
English-language version later said her
name was Lorraine.

Roberta Weil steps down
as executive director
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — Roberta
M. Weil, whose career in Maine state
government spans three administrations,
said Thursday she will step down as executive director of the state pension fund
to take a new job a Columbia University in New York.
Mrs. Weil, who has headed the Maine
State Retirement System since May 1982,
told the agency's trustees she will quit
Nov. 4 to become vice president for investments at Columbia. She starts her
new job Nov. 17.
Mrs. Weil, who said she makes about
$43,000 a year in her present post,
declined to disclose the salary she will
receive at her new job but told trustees
in her resignation letter the position "offers me a significant challenge and the
opportunity for further professional
development."
Columbia. which approached her
about taking the position in July,.apparently was attracted by the growth in

Tass quoted Lokshin as saying he and
his wife made a "very difficult" decision
to leave the United States after being
persecuted for waging "an active struggle against the dangerous aspects of the
-foreign policy of the Republican ad•
ministration."
Stehlin said Lokshin was "a decent
person but his performance deteriorated
during the last six months. Just that,
simply that, and nothing else."
The hospital said in a statement: "Arnold Lockshin was employed by the
Stehlin Foundation from July 1980 to
August 1986. During this time, he worked as a pharmacologist and chemist in
the St. Joseph Hospital cancer research
lab. His contract was terminated in the
latter part of August 1986 because of his
job performance."
In Vvashington, State Department
spokesperson Pete Martinez said:"As an
American citizen, Mr. Locleshin is
welcome to travel to and from the U.S.
whenever he chooses and is free to
choose his place of residence.
"The statements attributed to Mr.
Lokshin alleging that the U.S. govern-

the pension fund's assets during her
tenure, from $435 million to nearly S1.2
billion, and her background in
academia, she said. Mrs. Weil, who has
a master's degree in economics, has
taught off and on at Bowdoin College
in Brunswick for several years.
Mrs. Weil was appointed as Maine's
first business regulation commissioner
by former Gov. Kenneth M. Curtis in
tion with the U.S. government.
1973.
Nicaragua has said the plane was on a
She resigned in 1974 because she said
CIA-sponsored mission.
Curtis' successor, the late Gov. James B.
President Reagan said his administraLongley, had asked her to sign an un— lion'had known that American citizens
dated letter of resignation that would
and private groups were trying to help
allow, him to fire her at any time.
anti-government rebels in Nicaragua but
In 1975, she returned to state governhe denied anew that the plane had any
ment as chief financial advisor to the
connection to the U.S. government.
Public Utilities Commission but quit the • "We've been aware that there are
following year in a dispute with Longley
private groups and private citizens that
over hersalary.
have been trying to help the Contras to
The pension fund trustees were ex
that extent but we did not know the expected to consider choosing a successor
act particulars of what they're doing,"
to Mrs. Weil later Thursday afternoon Reagan told_ reporter's as he left the
White House on a campaign trip.
Asked whether he approved of private
efforts aimed against Nicaragua's leftist
government, Reagan said, "We're in a
free country where private citizens have
a great many freedoms."
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(continued from page II)

He added that "some years ago, many
of you spoke approvingly of something
Called the Abraham Lincoln Brigade in
the Spanish Civil War."
The Abraham Lincoln Brigade, actually a battalion, was organized by a
group of Americans in the 1930s to fight
on the side of Spanish partisans against
the fascist Gen. Francisco Franco.
Later, arriving in Raleigh, N.C., for a
political speech, Reagan was asked who
the men on the airplane were working
for and replied, "Not us."
When asked "Who then, Singlaub?"
He replied, "Don't know."
Retired Maj. Gen. John K. Singlaub,
who has raised priVate aid for the Contras, and Civilian Material Assistance, a
qaramilitary group which has sent
trainers to the rebels, have denied
responsibility for the plane.
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ment harassed him and threatened his
life because of his political opinions are
patently absurd," Martinez said.
Tass said Lokshin brought with him
examples of what he claimed were FBI
measures against his family. He said the
family's telephone was tapped, its mail
was opened, they were followed and
received provocative phone calls.
"Lokshin observes that the more active their involvement in the anti-war
movement was and the higher they raised their voice of protest against antideinocgtic orders fostered in their country, the more fierce and sophisticated
was the baiting to which he arid his family were subjected in their homeland,"
Tass said.
"He and his wile did not, however,
surrender and carried on the struggle
against militarism" racism,- and the
authorities unconstitutional aaions,"
it said.
It quoted Lokshin as Saying: "Thisall
finished with my being fired and
threatening to physically destroy
together with my three children, the
oldest of whom is 15."
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Three Vietnam veterans and a World War II Red
Cross worker gave up their medals
Thursday in protest of U.S. aid to the
Nicaraguan Contro rebels.
The veterans held a rally on the steps
of the Lincoln Memorial and marched
to the nearby- Vietnam Veterans
Memorial, leaving, in addition to their
own awards, more than 70 medals, service ribbons and commendations renounced by other veterans from California to Maine.
Park police prevented the veterans
from carrying signs or staging a
demonstration at the Vietnam
Memorial, but allowed them to set their
medals in a neat row along the
memorial's black granite tall and stand,
their arms around each others'
shoulders, in silent meditation.
The veterans were accompanied by
two yellow-and-white-garbed Buddhist
nuns and two Buddhist monks who beat
prayer drums and chanted what they said

was a prayer for world peace and justice.
Barbara Graves, 73, a Berkeley, Calif.,
psychotherapist and Quaker activist,
returned a Bronze Star awarded in 1945
for her Red Cross work in setting up rest
homes in France and England for
wounded airmen. She said she is the first
civilian woman to have won the award.
She carried medals renounced by 33
veterans in two ceremonies in California.
"Working very closely with those
combat airmen, I learned a lot about the
sacrifices that young men make to pull
off our government's policies," she
said in an interview. "I'm completely
disillusioned from any kind of
patriotism I had in that era by the war
in Vietnam and now by the war against
Central America."
Stephan Fournier, 41, a bookstore
owner in Portland, Maine, returned two
Purple Hearts awarded while serving
with the Marine Corps in Vietnam in
1967 and 1968. He also left 19 medals
given to him by Vietnam and World War

-Claiborne impeached
WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) — The
serdict made Claiborne the first official
in 50 years to be impeached by the
Senate.
Claiborne, who is serving a two-year
prison sentence for tax evasion but had
refused to resign, sat in the well of the
Senate chamber for the historic roll call
that climaxed a 10-day impeachment
trial before a special Senate panel and
then the full Senate.
The Senate's verdict means that
Claiborne will be ousted immediately as
chief U.S. district judge for Nevada and
will forfeit' the $78,700 salary he had
continued to collect while imprisoned at
Maxwell Air Force ease, Ala.
The climactic Senate vote on the first
of four impeachment articles against
Claiborne — approved unanimously by
the House on July 22 — came after
several hours of closed debate..
Under the Constitution.,a two-thiras
majority of senators present and voting
is required to find Claiborne guilty of
"high crimes and misdemeanors" and
remove him from office. Approval of a
single impeachment article is sufficient
for conviction.

Starts Friday for 4

Throughout his trial, Claiborne
claimed he was the innocent victim of
careless errors by his tax preparers and
a government vendetta that tainted his
1984 criminal conviction for tax
invasion.
Right up to the Senate vote,
Claiborne's lawyers had fought a losing
battle all the way to the Supreme Court
to halt the impeachment proceedings on
the grounds that his constitutional right
to a "full and complete trial" before the
Senate had been violated.
But the U.S. District Court here ruled
that the judicial branch had no right to
interfere with a Senate impeachment
trial, an opinion upheld by a special,
three-judge panel of the U.S. Court ot
Appeals.
Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist
_quickly rejected Claiborne's appeal
without comment.
Claiborne has lost every appeal of his
1984 conviction, and the Senate's verdict
cannot be appealed in any court. The
House unanimously approved four articles of impeachment against Claiborne.
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—CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — New
Hampshire and Maine have been awarded $7.5 million to create a child support
collection system that federal officials
hope will become a national model.
The coniputerized system will help
track down parents delinquent in their
child support payments and will speed
the payment process, said Clara Monier,
regional director of the federal Department of Health and Human Services.
New Hampshire and Maine were
chosen to try the model because they are
small states with successful child support
collection systems, Monier said.
"If it can't work here, how's it going
to work in the larger states?" she said.
Last year, New Hampshire's child sup-

port enforcement program collected
more than $17 million in payments, Gov.
John Sununu said.
He said he anticipates an additional
30 percent increase in collections with
the new computerized system.
Most of the money will go to New
Hampshire, the lead state in the program. About $3 million will go toward
computer equipment, with the rest going to program development.
The New Hampshire—Maine program was one of six applicants for the
federal grant. The grant is half of the $15
million authorized by Congress in 1984
for innovative child support collection
systems.
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II veterans from Maine.
During the rally, the veterans were
George Mizo, 40, of Boston, gave
flanked by the three other Capitol steps
back a Purple Heart and a Republic of
fasters: Charles Liteky, Duncan Murthy
Vietnam Gallantry Cross. He and three
and Brian Willson.•
other veterans have been protesting U.S.
Liteky, a Roman Catholic chaplain in
policy in Central America by fasting on
Vietnam and a Medal of Honor winner,
the steps of the Capitol. He said he has
renounced his commendation and the
lost 44 pounds since Sept. 1---pension that gees with it on July 29.
We don't need medals for war. If
Earle Kittleman, a spokesman for the
anything, we need medals for peace,"
National Park Service, said the medals
he said.
would be held as lost and found items
Arthur James, 37, acting postmaster
for 30 days. Then, he said, they would
of Chewsville, Md., renounced a Silver
be stored in the Park Service's historical
Star awarded in 1970 after he pushed
archives in Lanham, Md., along with
other members of his infantry patrol
more than 3,000 other items left at the
aside and received most of the shrapnel memorial in the four years since it was
from a grenade.
completed.
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NEWS BRIEFS
Reagan nominates
new air force
comptroller
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan has nominated Maj.
Gen. Claudius E. Watts III for a
promotion and appointment as the
Air Force's comptroller, the Pentagon.announced Thursday.
Assuming the nomination is
confirmed by the Senate, Watts.
50, would receive his third Staf-Ellif
replace Lt. Gen. Truman Spangrud
as the service's top financial
officer.
Spangrud was nominated by the
president last month to become
commander of the Air University
at Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala.
Watts, a native of Bennettsville,
S.C., now is the senior military
assistant to Deputy Defense
Secretary William H. Taft IV.

Hasenfus spoke
under duress
WASHINGTON (AP) — A top
State Department official maintained Thursday an American captured in Nicaragua was acting
under duress when he implicated
the CIA in an operation to resupply Contra rebels.
Assistant Secretary of State
Elliott Abrams, in a telephone interview, said no one should believe
anything said by the detained
American -Eugene Hasenfus, un:
til Hasenfus can speak freely.
Abrams said Hasenfus was likely
subjected to threats and
intimidation.
Abrams called the Associated
Press hours after Hasenfus told a
nationally televised news con-

ference in Managua that he had
worked with CIA employees in his
efforts to keep the Contras supplied with weapons and other
equipment.
Before his cargo plane was shot
down over southern Nicaragua on
Sunday, Hasenfus said, he had
taken part in 10 such flights from
Honduras and El Salvador. He
said 24 to 26 CIA personnel had
taken part in the operation in El
Salvador.
The State Deartment official
renewed the Reagan administration's denial of CIA involvement
as tIte FBI launched a preEmiary
inquiry to determine whether
Americans operating privately are
violating U.S. laws by flying
weapons and other equipment to
the rebels.

Parachutist jumps
to his death;
no ripcord
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) — A
man clad in a white dinner jacket
who jumped to his death from
10,000 feet was wearing a
homemade parachute that required
him to open his shirt and pants for
it to deploy, authorities said
Thursday.
Two video cameramen hired by
the unidentified man recorded his
fatal leap, which apparently was a
planned stunt. His chute, which
had no ripcord, only partially
opened before he slammed into the
desert Monday night, said
homicide Lt. Paul Conner.
"The chute fit on the front of
the body and he would have had
to loosen his shirt and pants and
unfold the thing like a towel and
cast it up in the air." said Conner. "It looks like the strings
started twisting and wrapping up.

This in turn caused some of the
fabric of the chute to shred."
The chute had no markings and
was pot legally manufactured in
this Country, said Conner.
It could take days or weeks to
establish the jumper's identity, said
Ron Flud, chief deputy for the
Clark County Coroner's office.

Treasury Secretary
targets Democrats
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) —
Treasury Secretary James Baker,
campaigning Thursday on behalf
of congressional nominee H.
Rollin Ives, blamed House
Democrats for the Reagan administration's inability to control
the federal budget deficit.
Baker said Democratic opposition to a balanced-budget amendment and to legislation to allow the
president to veto individual items
within a spending bill has stymied
efforts to stanch the_ flow of red
ink.
"We need the line-item veto; we
need a balanced-budget amendment," he said. "I don't defend
the budget process at all."
Baker, with Ives at his side, met
with reporters at Portland International Jetport prior to his appearance at a fund-raising reception for the 1st District congressional candidate in South
Portland.

Defectors also go to
the Communist's
MOSCOW (AP)- The case of an
American cancer researcher who
defected to the Soviet Union with
his family is not unique — other

Americans have come to find this
Communist nation in the past 70
years in hopes of finding a better
life.
But despite Soviet restrictions
on emigration, the tide of defections has flowed overwhelmingly
from East to West, with hundreds
of thousands of Soviets leaving.
Arnold Lockshin said he arrived
in Moscow on Wednesday with his
wife and three children because of
U.S. harrassment prompted by his
opposition to Reagan administration policies. His decision to seek
political asylum received wide
coverage Thursday in the Soviet
press.
Lockshin, 47. formerly of
Houston. told Western reporters
who called his hotel Thursday that
he would give no more interviews
immediately.

-1rchaeological digs
up Indian artifacts
SOLON, Maine (API —
Thousands of artifacts unearthed
at an archaeological dig here "will
give us a clear picture" of how Indians lived 3,500 years ago, an expert said.
More than 50,000 artifacts, including stone tools, spearheads,
axe heads, drill bits and bone
fragments, were discovered at what
appears to have been an Indian settlement near the present site of a
hydro-electric dam.
"It's one of the most significant
finds ever in the state and will give
us a clear picture of how Indians
lived in the years 1500 to 1000
RC.," said James Peterson, head
of the Archaeology Department at
the University of Maine at Farmington and director of the archaeological dig.
A deposit of flood sand preserved the artifacts, giving scientists "a mini Pompeii," said
Peterson.
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UMaine faces Northeastern in homecoming game
by Tim Tozier
Staff Writer
The University of Maine football team
will bring their 4-1 record into this Saturday's Homecoming game against a very
tough Northeastern University team.
"They will be far and away the
toughest team we will have faced thus far
this season," UMaine Coach Buddy
Teevens said. "The) are very strong,
physical and have good speed in the
back field,"
The Huskies are enterin_g_Saturdas
contest with a 2-2 record with wins over
Youngstown State University and Lehigh
'University, and they have often posed a
problem for the Black Bears with their
potent Wishbone running option attack.
"The biggest key for us is to keep our
defense off the field," Maine quarterback Bobby Wilder said. "Northeastern's Wishbone running attack
uses ball control as their key, sometimes
holding on to the ball for 13 or 14 plays.
This could makeour defense tired and
we have to keep them in poor field position," added Wilder.

Sean see is for Sough mat& Ibis weekend.

The Huskies Wishbone attack is
highlighted by stylish sophomore
quarterback Jim O'Leary who has carried the ball 61 times for 274 yards and
three touchdowns already this year.
Carrying the ball for Northeastern
will be sophomore Mike Walsh, who set
a school record last week with 204 yards
on
23
rushing
attemts.
Also creating havoc for the Maine
defense, will be speedster Lonnie
Hooker, who is averaging 6.7 yards per
carry.
- Looking forward to action this Saturday will be Black Bear fullback Mike
Walsh and linebacker Mike Penna, both
of whom had to sit out last weeks game
due to injuries.
"We have to have a balanced attack," Wilder said. i:Walsh is a big
key in our running attack and we also
have to come up with the big play on the
pass."
"This is our biggest game of the year
and since it is Homecoming we are even
more psyched up to win," added
Wilder, who needs just 79 yards to reach
the 4,000 yard mark in career yardage.

(McMabos

Bears ready for the Invitational Tournament
by Kevin Sjoberg
Staff Writer
The University of Maine field hockey
team will try to regain their winning
ways this weekend when they host the
annual Maine Invitational Tournament
Saturday and Sunday.
The Black Bears, now 7-5, are coming off a disappointing weekend, having
been upset by the University of Southern
Maine 1-0 before falling to national
powerhouses, the University of New
Hampshire and the University of
Massachusetts, by scores of 5-3 and 4-2,
respectively.
The Black Bears, currently ranked
13th nationally and sixth in New
England, will host the University of
Lowell on Saturday at 1 p.m. before
locking horns with either Providence

College or Hofstra University on Sunday afternoon at 1 p.m.
Maine assistant coach Brenda Baird is
looking for a strong perormance from
the squad this weekend, which will be used as a tune-up for some critical games
in the near future.
"It's important for us to come out on
top, it will definitely help us get prepared
for the Virginia trip next weekend,"
Baird said.
Maine will be traveling south for a
five-day, five game swing next weekend,
including contests against highly-ranked
Virginia and the country's No. 1 ranked
team, the University of North Carolina.
As for this weekend's action, Baird expects Providence to be the strongest out
of the three other teams competing.
"They have a very talented goalie, and
they defeated a tough Harvard team

recently. They should be strong,"
Baird said.
Baird also added that Maine has
recovered from their injury problems,
and that everyone will be "ready to go"
this weekend.
The University of Lowell will be

Maine's first opponent, with the two
teams squaring off Saturday afternoon
following the Providence-Hofstra game.
Lowell, 1-4-2, is led offensively by Gail
Connally, who has contibuted four goals
on the season.
(see TOURNAMENT page 10
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UMaine soccer team meets Plymouth State Saturday
by R. Kevin Dietrich
Staff Writer
Don't be mislead by Plymouth State
College's Division III status. The Panthers bring in a 6-0-3 record and among
the top ranked squads in New England.
In other words, the University of
Maine will have its hands full Saturday
as they play host to Plymouth State for
a 10:30 a.m. contest at Alumni Field.
"They're very well coached and well
organized," Maine Coach Jim Dyer
said. "Irregardless of division, they'll be
a tough foe."
Dyer believes the key to the Black
Bears' success lies with their ability to
execute a three-part Man.

"First thing will be how prepared we
are to play. Second will be how we move
the ball and finish and third will be how
we close down," he said.
If the Black Bears can accomplish
those goals. Dyer believes his club will
be in good shape. Another thing Maine
will have to concentrate on is getting by
the tough Plymouth State defense, according to Maine Assistant Coach Barry'
Roberts.
"They haven't been scored upon this
year," he said.
Panther goaltender Perry Dimick, the
man behind the perfect goals-againstaverage, is simply described by his
Coach, Gerd Lotter, as "a competent

goaltender," which is a bit of an
understatement for a goalie with 0.00
GAA.
Offensively, Plymouth relies on,
among others, midfielders Mike and
John Roberts, the second of whom is
described as being "a big, strong player
who likes to push up front."
Phil Clark, a native of Bermuda, is
another Panther the Black Bears will
have to shut dowcf:
A slight indication in how Plymouth
State reguards themselves is in the fact
that although the Panthers enter without
a loss, Lotter feels his squad could have
done better.
"I think we could have won each one
of those tie games," he said, citing

missed shots as the reason behind the
deadlocks.
On the Black Bear side, Maine is corning off a 4-2 triumph over the University of New Hampshire and a 0-0 tie with
the nation's No. 1 Division II squad,
Southern Connecticut State University.
In the UNH contest Jay Hedlund
scored his second goal of the season and
notched career point 44, good for second
on the all-time Maine scoring list.
In addition to being motivated by the
tough Plymouth State team, Dyer said
Maine hopes to reap the benefits of a
large Homecoming crowd.
"We've had good crowds (and it's
helped), and we hope they continue to
come out and support us."

Ice hockey team will hold scrimmage Saturday
by R. Kevin Dietrich
Staff Writer
University of Maine Homecoming
crowds will get a taste of what's in store
for winter sports Saturday, as the
UMaine hockey team faces off for its annual Blue-White intrasquad scrimmage.
The contest, scheduled for 4:15 p.m.
in Alfond Arena, will feature a host of
newcomers as the youthful Black Bears
begin their quest to improve on a 11-28-1
season which saw them finish fifth in
Hockey East.
While Coach Sean Walsh has already
filled some slots going into the BlueWhite matchup. some positions are still
up for grabs.
"I want to finalize some decisions
about personnel," Walsh said.
The Black Bears won't be strangers to
game-type situations, having already

scrimmaged on occasion since practice
officially began on Oct.
And going into Saturday's game,
Walsh said he has already seen improvement in the Black Bears during the week
and half Maine has practiced as a team.
"I feel we're much better defensively,

then we vim last week," he said.
"The tone of our team has
changed," Walsh added, alluding to
the Black Bears' increase in both speed
and finesse.
Maine will kick off its season Wednes-

day with an exhibition contest against
the University of New Brunswick. The
Black Bears first regular season opponent will be the Boston College Eagles
whom Maine will open their Hockey
East schedule against with a pair of
games on Oct. 24-25.

•Tournament
First year goalie Kim Furlong has
allowed an average of just 1.69 goals per
game and has been the Chiefs key player.
"Kim is a senior who received eligibility after playing four years of softball.
She is an excellent athlete who has simply' applied her skills to the new game,"
said Head Coach Barbara Gosselin.
Gosselin said that her team will be formidable competition for the Black
Bears.
"We should hold up against them. I

liouse of

11Unait
500 Wilson St

(continued from page 15)
think well give them a better game than
expected," she added.
Lowell's biggest problem has been
scoring goals, tallying just seven in their
first seven games.
Providence College carries a 4-3-1
record going into the weekend's action.
The Lady Friars compete in the ECAC
conference, and are paced by goalie Sandra O'Gornan, with a 1.38 goals against
average, and leading scorer Carolanne
Byrne, who has six goals and two assists

for a total of eight points to her credit.
The Hofstra University Flying
Dutchwomen are currently 4-2-2, and
they play in the East Coast Conference.
The team's top scorers and goalie are all
freshmen.
Maria Acierno and Edith Gallagher
pace the team with seven and four goals
respectively, while goalie Chris Cuneen
has a .87 goals against average on the
season.
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